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Abstract—Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry is a
modern efficient technique that allows reconstructing the height
profile of the observed scene. However, apart for the presence of
critical nonlinear inversion steps, particularly crucial in abrupt
topography scenarios, it does not allow one to separate different
scattering mechanisms in the elevation (height) direction within
the ground pixel. Overlay of scattering at different elevations in
the same azimuth-range resolution cell can be due either to the
penetration of the radiation below the surface or to perspective
ambiguities caused by the side-looking geometry. Multibaseline
three-dimensional (3-D) SAR focusing allows overcoming such
a limitation and has thus raised great interest in the recent
research. First results with real data have been only obtained in the
laboratory and with airborne systems, or with limited time-span
and spatial-coverage spaceborne data. This work presents a novel
approach for the tomographic processing of European Remote
Sensing satellite (ERS) real data for extended scenes and long
time span. Besides facing problems common to the airborne case,
such as the nonuniformly spaced passes, this processing requires
tackling additional difficulties specific to the spaceborne case, in
particular a space-varying phase calibration of the data due to
atmospheric variations and possible scene deformations occurring
for years-long temporal spans. First results are presented that
confirm the capability of ERS multipass tomography to resolve
multiple targets within the same azimuth-range cell and to map
the 3-D scattering properties of the illuminated scene.

Index Terms—Multibaseline, multipass, synthetic aperture
radar (SAR), three-dimensional (3-D) focusing, tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) focusing is a well-
established operation for the generation of high-resolution

two-dimensional (2-D) images of the scene backscattering
properties. It exploits the coherent nature of the radiation trans-
mitted by the active microwave system, to achieve a significant
discrimination capability in the azimuth (along track) and range
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(cross track) directions [1], [2]. The high system phase stability
is also the basis for interferometric applications, which have
been significantly developed in the last decade.

Nevertheless, the reality is three-dimensional (3-D) and,
either due to the intrinsic side-looking characteristic of the
imaging system or to the penetration of the radiation below
the surface, the resulting image represents only a projection
(overposition) of the 3-D scene scattering properties along the
elevation direction, usually referred to as normal-to-slant-range
(nsr) direction, onto the 2-D azimuth-range plane.

SAR Interferometry (InSAR) is a technique that exploits two
antennas, which image the scene from two slightly different
look angles, to provide the reconstruction of the scene topog-
raphy, i.e., the digital elevation model (DEM) [3], [4]. Key
point of this technique is the determination of the off-nadir
angle, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, of the effective phase center
of the scatterers within the resolution cell. This information,
in addition to the knowledge of the azimuth and range pixel
coordinates provided by the SAR focusing operation, allows
the complete localization of the (mean or dominant) scattering
mechanism and therefore the reconstruction of the height sur-
face. Differential interferometry (DInSAR) is a further advance
of InSAR for the detection and mapping of ground deforma-
tions, which has considerably increased the use of SAR data in
geophysics, hydrology, and in general for civilian and surveil-
lance applications [5]–[7]. Nevertheless, in the case of multiple
scattering occurring at different elevations, the distribution of
the scatterers in the height direction is still underdetermined
and cannot be resolved by two measurements, i.e., by a single
baseline. Moreover, ambiguities may be still present, even in
the case of surface scattering, due to layover effects caused
by the side-looking geometry and steep topography.

Model-based polarimetric SAR interferometry was a first step
toward the attempt to resolve multiple scattering in the height
direction [8]. However, only specific types of scattering mech-
anisms, in particular those occurring in forested areas could be
separated. Another technique for parameter estimation of forest
layers is multifrequency-multibaseline SAR interferometry [9].
This technique is based on inversion of models of multiple inter-
ferometric observables from layered volumetric scatterers, such
as interferometric phase and correlation in the various channels
with frequency, look angle, baseline or polarization diversity, or
a cross of them. Recently, model-based polarimetric interferom-
etry has been experimented also over built-up areas [10].

Thanks to the recent advances of the space technology and
the current planning for the next missions, who aim at involving
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constellations of cooperative, multipurpose satellites such as for
instance, Cartwheel and similar [11], [12], the number of im-
ages relative to the same scene is expected to significantly grow
in the future. Even with existing satellites, archives are filled by
datasets, acquired at different times and with varying imaging
geometries, over the same scene. For these reasons the current
research is pushed toward the development of innovative pro-
cessing techniques, aimed at jointly using, possibly in an op-
timal way, all the available information lying in the available
data cube (stack) to produce new and/or more accurate physical
measures.

With reference to the above methodological requirement,
multipass DInSAR (M-DInSAR) is a first advance that has
allowed setting up interferometric techniques able not only
to detect and map surface deformations, but also to monitor
their temporal evolution [13], [14]. This new technology has
started substantial experimentations with real SAR data for
civil protection services on volcanic and seismic areas, sliding
monitoring, etc. Nevertheless, it is assumed that either a single
dominant scattering mechanisms or closely distributed targets
are present in the same azimuth-range cell.

Multibaseline (MB), or better, for available systems, multi-
pass (MP) 3-D SAR focusing (3D-SAR), sometimes referred
to as SAR tomography, constitutes a very recent advance with
respect to SAR interferometry, that allows obtaining additional
information from SAR data and overcoming the 2-D imaging
limitation of available standard techniques. In fact, similarly to
M-DInSAR, MP 3D-SAR is based on the multibaseline exten-
sion of the conventional, single baseline (single or repeat-pass)
SAR Interferometry.

The basic principle of MP 3D-SAR is similar to the classical
computer-aided X-ray tomography (CT) which was already
used to explain SAR and InSAR systems (the only fundamental
difference from CT being the coherent framework) [15]–[17]:
the object is imaged by different looking angles to collect 3-D
data and then the data stack is processed to convert the collected
projections into a focused 3-D image. For the MP 3D-SAR
case, instead of using polar-reformatting or backprojection
techniques [18], processing is separated in two steps: the azimuth
and range focusing for the 2-D high-resolution imaging, and
the elevation inversion to achieve resolution capability in the
third, nsr dimension. The first step is carried out via standard
processing algorithms [1], [2]; the second step requires an
additional pre-processing stage such as image coregistration
and phase calibration as explained next.

Due to the fact that available spaceborne systems mainly op-
erate at high frequencies [C-band for European Remote Sensing
satellites (ERS) and RADARSAT], at the current state of the
technology, MP spaceborne 3D-SAR allows mainly surface
imaging. Nevertheless separation of multiple signal contribu-
tions for surface scattering in layover, such as mapping height
in rough topography and urban areas, is possible. With airborne
systems, operating at lower frequencies (L- or P-band) and at
altitudes a few thousand meters high, MP 3D-SAR permits
direct imaging of semitransparent media evidencing a volume
scattering (forest, arid, and ice regions) thus allowing potential
use in several fields such as geology, biomass estimation and

monitoring and detection of buried structures for archeological
and civil applications.

Moreover, with the current space technology, multiple base-
lines are obtained by using repeated passes; however, future mis-
sion planning, such as the European Space Agency Cartwheel,
could allow obtaining single-pass multibaseline acquisitions.

Despite the fact that the interests in this field are currently
growing, only a few contributions in the literature regard the
application of SAR tomography to real data, whereas, most of
the MP 3D-SAR works regard almost exclusively the develop-
ment of advanced inversion algorithms [19]–[21]. First exper-
iments with real data were carried out in laboratory with ideal
experimental conditions [22] and using airborne systems [23],
[24], whereas the application of tomography to spaceborne sys-
tems has been mainly limited to experiment on known corner
reflectors and for small areas and limited time span [25], [26].
Notwithstanding, developments for spaceborne system would
couple the potentials of tomography with the synoptic view of
orbiting sensors, and could pave the way for future four-dimen-
sional (4-D) (space–time) SAR imaging (differential tomog-
raphy) [27].

With respect to CT, application of the MP 3D-SAR technique
to real data is limited by a number of additional problems. First
of all, the projections (focused SAR images) are not geometri-
cally aligned. Second, typically only a relatively low number of
passes is available [19], and they are commonly irregularly dis-
tributed in terms of spatial separation. The latter problem intro-
duces a degree of ill conditioning in the inversion processing,
following the 2-D SAR focusing operation, that may generate
severe ambiguities in the elevation imaging [21]. Finally, space-
borne MP 3D-SAR acquisitions may generally span a time in-
terval of several years. This fact, beside the introduction of an
unavoidable temporal decorrelation, allows the appearance of
disturbances due to atmospheric variations [28], [29] and to
scene deformations that may significantly impair the quality of
the 3-D reconstruction in terms of blurring and imaging ghosts
[30].

Hence, due to the aforementioned problems, specific pro-
cessing steps are required in the spaceborne case, before the
application of the inversion procedure that allows reconstructing
the elevation scattering profile. This preliminary processing
aims at registering the images, and carrying out a space-varying
phase compensation to allow eliminating both atmospheric
and deformation contributions. Moreover, with respect to a
simple beamforming inversion technique, the recent literature
proposes a number of innovative techniques that allow moving
from the focused, registered, and phase compensated data stack
to the elevation scattering profile: they are either framed in the
context of spectral estimation or of linear inverse problems
[19]–[21]. Such approaches allow one, at least theoretically, to
effectively overcome the limitations regarding the uneven base-
line distribution and the limited number of images which cause
poor resolution, high sidelobes, and leakage in the elevation
(nsr) point spread function (PSF).

This work addresses the application of the MP 3D-SAR
imaging to real spaceborne data toward an operational devel-
opment of the technique. In particular, we show the result of an
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Fig. 1. Multipass acquisition geometry. For sake of simplicity, acquisitions are
aligned along z.

experiment carried out with multipass ERS data over the area
of Naples, consisting of 30 ERS images with a total orthogonal
baseline span of about 1.1 km and a time span of about six years.
The main aim of the work is to perceive the potentialities and
the limits of the current MP 3D-SAR technique when applied
to available spaceborne sensors. The operative frequency is in
C-band, and therefore, the scattering takes place mainly at the
surface level. Accordingly, our 3-D imaging allows achieving
only a scattering separation in layover geometries, such as that
occurring between ground and the buildings in urban areas.

The proposed work is an effort toward the development of in-
novative tools that allows enhancing the imaging capabilities of
the ERS, ENVISAT, and other spaceborne SAR systems. More-
over, it could have important impact for multibaseline DInSAR
monitoring, by allowing the separation of different scatterers in
the same resolution cell, thus improving the percentage of im-
aged structures and detecting, in future, possible relative move-
ments between buildings and ground.

In our experiment, we face all the aforementioned critical
problems associated to real data processing. With respect to the
work in [25] and [26], we achieve noticeable improvements in
terms of scene coverage and percentage of imaged points at full
resolution.

II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SAR IMAGING CONCEPT

This section briefly recalls the 3-D SAR imaging concept and
two inversion methods: the beamforming based and the singular
value decomposition (SVD)-based one: a more exhaustive
analysis can be found in [21]. Let us refer to the geometry of
the MP 3D-SAR system presented in Fig. 1: we have
passes of the sensor in elevation direction, associated to the
positions . Axes, are the azimuth, range and
height directions; is the elevation or nsr direction. Antennas
are supposed all flying in the direction and transmitting large
bandwidth pulses along the range. Raw SAR data associated
to the illuminated ground scene are collected in each pass;
then, a classical focusing algorithm is applied to obtain 2-D

full-resolution SAR images at each channel, usually referred
to as single-look complex (SLC) images.

SLC images represent a “projection” along the elevation
direction, i.e., onto the azimuth slant-range plane, of the illu-
minated 3-D scene backscattering properties. Letting and
be the discrete variables associated to the azimuth and range
position of the focused data, under the Born weak-scattering
approximation the generic SLC data for the th antenna is
represented by the following form:

(1)

where is the operating wavelength, represents the
distance from the generic point target located at and coor-
dinates on the ground and the sensor at the th antenna (see
Fig. 1), is the function that models the
3-D (volumetric) scene scattering properties, and and

are functions that account for the presence of a mis-
registration of the SLC images due to the different looking ge-
ometry in each pass. Moreover, all the integrals are extended
to the illuminated volume and the first function in the integral
argument is the so-called postfocusing (compressed) 2-D point
spread function (PSF).

For the following, we assume that the focused images have
been all coregistered with subpixel accuracy to the reference
master antenna, say , thus zeroing both and .
Furthermore, the peakness of the PSF depends on the azimuth
and range bandwidths of the SAR system: these are related to
the synthetic aperture length and the transmitted bandwidth, re-
spectively. Hereafter, we assume the bandwidth to be ideally in-
finite, thus allowing the postfocusing PSF to be approximated
with a 2-D Dirac and primed and unprimed azimuth and range
variables in (1) to represent the same entities. Under these as-
sumptions, for each pixel , we collect a dimensional
vector , whose generic element is given by

(2)

where the exponential factor highlights the application to the
data of a so-called deramping compensation that aims at com-
pensating the phase quadratic distortion of the received data, due
to the Fresnel approximation; is the extension, in the eleva-
tion direction, of the imaged scene.

By expanding the difference and by associ-
ating an inessential -dependent term in the unknown backscat-
tering function, we have

(3)

(4)

where are the orthogonal baseline components of the passes
with respect to the line of sight (los); see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Geometry in the zero Doppler plane, orthogonal to the azimuth
direction.

According to basic concepts of electromagnetic theory, (3)
and (4) illustrate the fundamental issue of the 3-D imaging
stating that, but for a proper phase distortion compensation
related to the fact that the object (scene) is located in the Fresnel
region, the measured data represent samples of the spectrum of
the unknown elevation scattering.

Collecting the received data in a vector , we easily recognize
that the reconstruction problem of the unknown function ,
with finite support , consists of inverting the following, finite
rank semidiscrete compact operator

(5)

where the vector of the data points is assumed to belong to the
Euclidean complex vector space . The unknown (ob-
ject) function is assumed to belong to the Hilbert space of
square integrable functions and are often
referred to as data and unknown spaces, respectively.

The factor plays a key role in the imaging process as it
changes the structure of the operator. Its choice may modify
the result of the inversion, thus allowing the inclusion of a priori
information about the dimension along the nsr direction of the
object to be reconstructed within the inversion algorithm. Under
some conditions, and by properly handling possible ill-condi-
tioning problems, proper tuning of allows one to achieve finer
resolutions in the resulting elevation reconstruction.

Although the real scene is continuous, the function , which
is produced by the inversion procedure, is, obviously, discrete.
Accordingly, let be the vector collecting, say, uniformly
spaced unknown samples. Equation (5) becomes

(6)

where is an matrix.

Several inversion techniques have been presented in the liter-
ature to invert the linear relation in (5) or (6); in the following,
we focus on beamforming and SVD inversion, the latter being
widely used in the context of linear inverse problems [31].

A. Beamforming

Assume and the unknown samples to be spaced
by a quantity

(7)

where is the mean baseline separation. In this case, the matrix
L would be of the form

(8)

Beamforming inversion is then carried out via

(9)

where denotes the Hermitian (conjugate transpose) operator.
Explicitly, , where

is the generic element of . Note that for
the inversion operator becomes a discrete Fourier trans-

form (DFT) [32].
Performance of the beamforming may be typically poor in

terms of resolution and high sidelobe ratio, especially in pres-
ence of highly uneven baseline distribution [32].

A solution to this problem could be obtained by interpolating
the data on a regular spectral grid [26]

(10)

by applying standard interpolation kernel. Following this data
resampling, a standard DFT can be applied, possibly by zero
padding the data to have to retrieve a reconstruction
with a spacing of

(11)

Unfortunately, performance is strongly dependent upon the
choice of the interpolation kernel. A simple interpolation pro-
cedure, suitable to cases where the scene is mostly concentrated
around a dominant target, can be devised by preliminary demod-
ulation of the signal with respect to the dominant target that can
be estimated via the nonuniform beamforming inversion in (6).
More specifically, let us assume to be the estimated elevation
of the dominant target obtained by applying (9). Demodulation
of , via a multiplication by a factor , is carried
out prior to the interpolation onto the regular grid (10) to apply
simple low-pass interpolation procedures. The subsequent back
multiplication by allows locating the target back
to the initial position and the application of a DFT allows com-
pleting the reconstruction process.
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Note that the final resolution of beamforming cannot exceed
the value

(12)

where is the total baseline span (Rayleigh limit).
Moreover, performance of the interpolated beamforming is
strongly dependent upon the concentration in elevation of the
scattering mechanisms.

B. SVD Inversion

With respect to the beamforming reconstruction, this type of
inversion is framed in the linear inversion framework [31] and
has been recently proposed for MP 3D-SAR [21]. Here we sum-
marize the main concepts.

By applying the SVD analysis, the semidiscrete operator L
is amenable of a representation in terms of a singular system

, where are the eigenvalues of the system,
and are the orthonormal base for the subspace of the

visible (normal to null-space) objects and the orthonormal
base for the range of the operator , respectively. Introduction
of the singular system allows us to write the following two
fundamental relations that connect the data and the object
function as follows:

(13)

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) represent the basic result of the SVD
analysis. They state that, in principle, all the different vectors

concur in the composition of the observed vector : their
contributions are however weighted by the singular values .
In a real case, where data are corrupted by the noise, low sin-
gular values highlight critical directions, where the signal could
be overwhelmed by the noise. Accordingly, should such direc-
tions being not identified and properly handled with, high in-
stabilities in the inversion process could be observed. A way to
achieve reliable reconstructions is to restrict the solution space
by considering only the singular functions corresponding to sin-
gular values that lay above the noise level; the overall procedure
is usually referred to as truncated SVD (TSVD).

The singular system in (13) and (14) is depending on the
specification of in (3), i.e., the size of the scene in the
elevation direction. Allowing to be independent of , it
gives us the possibility to consider available a priori information
about the unknown support within the reconstruction algorithm.
Therefore, beside the capability to avoid unreliable directions
within the inversion process, SVD allows in some cases to
reach superresolution imaging. The reader may refer to [21]
for a more detailed discussion on this issue.

It is important to underline that, although the dimension of
the acquired data is usually very large, each full resolution SAR
image is indeed typically some thousand of pixels in both direc-
tions, the inversion of the operator can be commonly made
just once in the azimuth direction and recomputed only in range
to account for the variations of the orthogonal baseline compo-
nents due to the change of the looking geometry. In addition to

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional amplitude and phase compensation procedure.

this, the number of acquisitions is commonly not large; hence
the computational cost of the reconstructing algorithm is not
high.

III. ISSUES RELATED TO REAL DATA PROCESSING

So far, apart for accounting the case of unevenly distributed
passes and for the problem of coregistering the SLC images,
the analysis has been carried out in ideal conditions. Indeed,
as pointed out also in the introduction, the real spaceborne
data processing scenario is characterized by the appearance of
a number of additional disturbances. Besides the presence of
additive noise the data stack is calibrated neither in amplitude,
nor in phase. Second, as data are acquired by using repeated
passes with month-long separation and a years-long temporal
span, atmospheric contributions as well as scene deformations
may significantly ph[32]ase-modify the signal collected at the
various antennas, in addition to possible complex reflectivity
changes in areas of low temporal correlation. Compensation of
the atmospheric and deformation phase variations is inherently
space varying [28], [29], whereas temporal decorrelation is
unaffordable unless the temporal span is drastically reduced
such as for cooperative satellite clusters [11], [12].

With reference to Fig. 3, we start from the focused SLC image
stack, ordered by orthogonal baselines, and we assume that a
subpixel coregistration in the azimuth-range domain with re-
spect to a common master image has been applied. A substantial
dependence of the final target response stability on the accuracy
of the coregistration step has been observed, especially with re-
spect to the amplitude information.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) Multilook image of the processed area. (b) Multipass (temporal) coherence. (c) Estimated mean deformation velocity. Although the Campi Flegrei
deformation reaches a value of 16 mm/year, the grayscale has been saturated to 8 mm/year to emphasize the other subsidence areas.

The first step of the 3D-MP SAR is the deramping operation:
in our processing it is carried out starting form the orbit state
vectors and with respect to a reference DEM. In particular, in-
stead of compensating for the range distances in (2) be-
tween the zero Doppler (nearest) position to a zero-elevation
level at the midrange, we have updated in azimuth and range
the reference elevation to the estimation given by the external
DEM, i.e., for each image we subtracted the phase associated
to . As a consequence, the resulting el-
evation (height) distribution of the tomographic reconstruction
is aligned to the external DEM, in the sense that output eleva-
tion scattering profiling will be referred to the local topographic
level. This operation, sometimes referred to as zero-baseline
steering, allows us to carry out a fruitful demodulation of the
signal for subsequent estimation.

The next step of the processing involves the space-varying
phase compensation associated to atmospheric variations and to
ground deformations. Whereas decorrelation introduces mostly
high spatial frequency contributions, such phase distortions
occur mainly at low spatial (azimuth and range) frequency: ac-
cordingly, they cannot be eliminated by simple local averages.

To outline the adopted filtering, we rewrite (3) also high-
lighting the explicit dependence on the azimuth and range
coordinates

(15)

In (15), are complex constant factors in each image
that embody the problem of amplitude and phase calibration
losses, accounts for possible motion of the
scatterer occurring at the acquisition time , whereas

represents the atmospheric phase contribution in the
th pass at the point. For the following, we assume that

all the scatterers in the same azimuth-range pixel are possibly
interested by the same deformation signal, i.e., we let

(16)

Accordingly, (15) can be rewritten as

(17)

Atmospheric contributions occur mainly at low spatial and
high temporal frequencies [29], whereas deformations gener-
ally take place at low spatial and low temporal frequency. We
take the interference between successive images of the stack,
thus building a phase difference stack which is then spatially
low-passed to estimate both atmospheric variations and ground
deformation changes over the adjacent antennas

(18)
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TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE ERS SYSTEM

with

(19)

where is the low-pass spatial operator, and
is the low-pass contribution of the integral in (17)

related to residual topography contribution arising from smooth
errors in the used external DEM.

Cumulating the phase in (18) along the stack, we extract
the atmospheric and deformation distortion with respect to the
master reference antenna . The resulting phase stack is
therefore subtracted from (17) thus giving

(20)

where according to the presence of residual topographic errors
we let

(21)

Equation (20) shows that, but for the fact that the elevation
distribution is now affected by the presence of the term, the
obtained signal is deprived of the deformation and atmospheric
contributions. Accordingly, the above filtering procedure allows
us to achieve an elevation distribution that is referred to a local
elevation described by the term , which represents the ele-
vation associated to the residual topography errors of the used
DEM.

Note that both residual topography error and deformation
signals can be estimated, independently of the subsequent 3-D
processing, from the phase stack in (18) by applying
pretty standard processing steps of the multipass DInSAR
techniques [13], [14], [33]. Here we adopt an approach similar
to that presented in [13] where phase variation analysis with
respect to stable points, the celebrated permanent scatterers
(PS), is carried out. However, in our case, we evaluate the
mean temporal velocity and the residual topography varia-
tions on a pixel-to-pixel basis. Let and

be the differential phase variation measured
along the azimuth and the range, evaluated by interference on
adjacent pixels on the low-pass signal in
(18). Let also be

TABLE II
USED ERS-1/ERS-2 DATA

the azimuth and range variations of the mean temporal defor-
mation velocity and residual topography: they can be estimated
by maximizing the following temporal coherence operator:

(22)

and similarly for the range direction.
Note that, being independent among the different chan-

nels, effects of atmospheric variations are typically strongly
mitigated in the summation operation; moreover, high
baseline interferograms can be excluded from (22) to re-
tain high spatial coverage. Estimated azimuth and range
variations of the residual topography and velocity, i.e.,

, are then in-
tegrated in the LS sense to retrieve on a pixel basis the mean
temporal velocity and the residual topography error.

As last remark, we note also that the hypothesis that possible
deformations affect in the same way all the points in the same
azimuth-range resolution cell is another key assumption in the
above compensation procedure. However, considering partic-
ular variations of the temporal deformation characteristics (for
instance, linear behavior) more complex procedures, referred
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Fig. 5. Reference PSF with the real orthogonal baseline distribution obtained
via the IBF, SVD, classical BF, and for a reference ideal acquisition (REF) with
three times larger baseline span.

to as differential-tomography or 4-D reconstruction procedures,
aimed at separating different targets and deformations in the
same resolution cell [27] could be adopted.

Final correction regards the absolute calibration of the im-
ages in the data stack. In particular, to accommodate possible
(spatially constant) phase variations, we use a simple procedure
based on locking the phase with respect to a reference single
target. Moreover, by analyzing the amplitude response of stable
targets, we both evaluate and compensate amplitude variations
(data amplitude scaling) [13].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents some results obtained by processing real
data, acquired by the sensors ERS1-2, over the city of Naples,
Italy, between 1992 and 1998. The system parameters are shown
in Table I. We used 30 passes whose date and orthog-
onal baselines are summarized in Table II. The total baseline
span B is about 1100 m and the theoretical resolution limit is
22 m in elevation, which corresponds to 8.7 m in height. Mean
orthogonal baseline separation is 38 m, and thus the Nyquist
elevation span, , is 625 m, which corresponds to 244 m
of total height span. Fig. 4(a) shows a multilook image of the
investigated areas obtained by averaging the amplitude of the
registered images. The Italian Geographical Military Institute
(IGM) has provided the DEM used during the deramping: its
accuracy is between 10 and 20 m.

Data have been focused and calibrated following the ap-
proach of Section III. Fig. 4(b) shows the (temporal) coherence
image [13] evaluated along the stack, following the deramping
operation and all the aforementioned amplitude and phase
calibration steps. Bright points locate pixels where phase sta-
bility over the different acquisitions is observed, i.e., coherent
targets where a single or a few closed scattering mechanisms
occur. Black points correspond either to distributed targets
in the elevation direction or to temporal decorrelated echoes.

Fig. 6. As for Fig. 5 but with an additive noise with SNR = 2 dB on the
acquisitions.

Fig. 4(c) shows the estimated mean velocity where subsidence
areas in Campi Flegrei, Vomero, and Volla (around the Vesuvio
Volcano) are easily identifiable.

A. Simulated Data

To understand the effects of the nonuniform baseline distri-
bution within the inversion algorithm, we present in Fig. 5 the
plot of the theoretical vertical PSF achievable by using the inter-
polated beamforming, the SVD and the classical (nonuniform)
beamforming in absence of noise (i.e., residual miscalibrations
and temporal decorrelation). From now on, one-dimensional
profiles have been normalized to the amplitude peak. The scene
size has been reduced (magnified) by a factor 3 with respect to
the Nyquist size, i.e., we let . We note the presence
of high sidelobes due to the uneven spectral sampling in the
nonuniform (conventional) beamforming (BF). The last plot
in Fig. 5 shows the reference reconstruction (REF) we would
have obtained in presence of uniform baseline distribution and
a baseline span 3 times larger. Being in absence of noise,
the SVD reconstruction allows achieving superresolution with
respect to the interpolated beamforming (IBF). In Fig. 6 we
have the same reconstruction of Fig. 5 but with the presence
of additive noise. From Figs. 5 and 6, the interpolated beam-
forming, which is tuned to a single target, appears to have
better performance with respect to the classical beamforming
in terms of sidelobe ratio. However, this performance is strictly
related to the fact that the interpolator has been tuned to a
single target, and thus it exploits much a priori information.
Indeed, limitations of the interpolated beamforming are ev-
ident when we consider more targets as reported in Fig. 7:
SVD-based reconstruction gives good results in both cases.

The impact that atmospheric variations and possible scene
deformation would have on classical beamforming has been
also analyzed, to quantify the need for the space-varying phase
compensation steps in spaceborne tomography. In particular,
the effect of the random atmospheric signal on uncompensated
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Fig. 7. As for Fig. 6 but with three targets.

classical beamforming has been analyzed by both simulation
and analytical evaluation of the PSF obtainable on the average.
Consider the beamforming intensity image

(23)

where are the elements of data vector from a stable
point target at zero elevation including atmospheric effects, and
in practice zero padding can be used as in the interpolated beam-
forming . The average PSF is easily obtained
as [30]

(24)

where denotes the conjugate operator,
is the autocorrelation of the point target

signal affected by changes in atmospheric propagation, and
signal power is assumed normalized to unity, .
Assuming Gaussian and temporal independent variations of
the atmospheric path delay [34], signal autocorrelation can be
expressed as [30], [35]

(25)

where with unessential pixel coordinates
dropped, is the Gaussian probability density function

Fig. 8. Effects of an atmospheric one-way path delay of (top) 2 and (bottom)
10 mm std.

of the change of atmospheric phase contribution, and is the
standard deviation (std) of the atmospheric one-way path delay.

According to a few physical models and measurement cam-
paigns, typical delay std ranges approximately from 1–20 mm
[29], [34]. Delay changes are originated mostly from tropo-
spheric water vapor differences [29], [34], convective clouds,
rain, and storm fronts. The impact of atmospheric variations is
apparent in the three sample simulation results in Fig. 8, for
the baseline distribution of the real ERS data and one-way path
delay std of 2 and 10 mm ( and , respectively). It is
apparent how the small delay std does not drastically distort the
sidelobe pattern of the nonuniform beamforming. Conversely,
with a 10-mm delay std, the phase std almost reaches the value
of , which is enough to produce largely inflated sidelobes
leading to heavy ambiguities. The corresponding average effect
is also evaluated from (24) and (25) and shown in Fig. 8. A
tolerable increase of relative peak sidelobe level of the average
PSF results compared to unperturbed classical beamforming
for 2 mm std. For 10 mm std, the PSF exhibits on the average an
extremely high sidelobe level. It should be remarked that, fol-
lowing the phase compensation procedure of Section III, which
benefits of the spatial correlation properties of the atmospheric
phase contribution, quoted focusing losses are significantly
reduced. Nevertheless, the above quantitative analysis can be
applied to infer the imaging performance losses in presence
of residual phase contributions due to partial atmospheric
compensation.

Concerning the effect of scene deformation, it is worth noting
that the baseline and temporal sampling sequences are not gen-
erally linearly related in multipass tomography. If the baselines
were equispaced and sequentially and uniformly sampled in
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Fig. 9. Effects of a deformation with velocity (top) 2 and (bottom) 10 mm/year.

Fig. 10. Response of a single target versus the height in meters for real data
[point A in Fig. 4(a)] obtained with IBF, SVD, and the classical BF.

time, the result of a uniform motion would be analogous to
the well-known scatter misplacement effect in SAR imaging of
moving targets, i.e., a mere shift in the elevation dimension in
the tomographic problem at hand. Conversely, in practical tomo-
graphic data a time-linear backscatter phase history is viewed as
highly nonlinear by the multibaseline array, because of the non-
linear and possibly nonmonotonic relationship between base-
lines and acquisition times [30]. This results in a completely
different effect of uniform motion from classical SAR imaging,
i.e., a PSF distortion. The impact of scene deformation has been
analyzed for uniform motion and the baseline-time distribution
of the real ERS data in Fig. 9, for velocity of 2 and 10 mm/year.
Effect of 2 mm/year velocity is tolerable, while the velocity of
10 mm/year distorts significantly the PSF. In particular, quasi-
grating lobes arise around height and m, masking
the true point height and effectively reducing the unambiguous
height range. These results confirm the sensitivity of space-
borne tomography to atmospheric variations and possible scene
deformations.

B. Real Data

The PSF obtained on the phase-compensated real data, where
apparently a single target is present, is shown in Fig. 10, which

Fig. 11. Reconstruction of the point B in Fig. 4(a) with the SVD for (dotted
line) a baseline span of 658 m and (continuous line) for a baseline span of
1063 m corresponding to a theoretical height resolution of about 14 and 8.7 m,
respectively.

Fig. 12. Panels (a)–(e) represent azimuth-height sections of tomographic
reconstruction over the San Paolo stadium in the subsiding Campi Flegrei area
obtained with SVD. The top right image shows the orthophoto image of the
same area (courtesy of CIRAM). Lines show the vertical sections.

is in good agreement with the ideal one in Fig. 5. This shows
how effective is the proposed space-varying phase calibration.

Main advantage of 3-D focusing with respect to standard in-
terferometry for the evaluation of the height of single target, is
offered by the capability to distinguish between targets at dif-
ferent heights in the same spatial resolution cell. The processed
dataset showed several pixels where multiple scattering mech-
anisms were present; for brevity reasons in the following we
present only some of the key results. To emphasize the elevation
resolution capability we applied, to a selected double scattering
pixel, the SVD inversion algorithm with two different baseline
spans.

In particular, the dot line plot in Fig. 11 shows the results
achieved on the selected pixel when only the last 19 acquisi-
tions of Table I are used, for a total orthogonal baseline span of
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Fig. 13. Horizontal (azimuth-range) slices of the area of Fig. 12 obtained with
the SVD. The original SAR image is on the bottom. Slices have been carried
out at pixel 40, 62, and 84. The total number of pixels in height is 120.

Fig. 14. Tomographic SVD reconstruction of the hilly area that starts from the
Castel dell’Ovo, with the original SAR image on the bottom. Slices have been
carried out at pixel 50, 80, 110, 140.

660 m. The theoretical resolution decreases to 14 m and only a
single scatterer is detected. On the contrary, the continuous line
in the same picture shows the case where all the available ac-
quisitions are used in the SVD inversion. Now, obviously, the
resolution is increased to its theoretical limit (7.1 m instead of
8.7 m as a consequence of a slight superresolution related to the
selection of 11 useful eigenvalues; see [21]), and we are able to
resolve the different targets, one of which is also dominant. Be-
sides showing multiple scattering resolution capabilities of the

Fig. 15. Area of the hill of Posillipo. (Left) Orthopoto and (right) radar image.

Fig. 16. Tomographic SVD reconstruction of the layover area related to hill
of Posillipo. The slide in the center of the picture demonstrates that the hill has
two main different slopes; x is the azimuth, r is the range, and z is the height.

system, this example also demonstrates consistency of the re-
constructions obtained with different subarrays.

In the following we address the reconstruction of an extended
scene. In particular we consider the area of the San Paolo sta-
dium which is a structure, with a metallic coverage, about 35 m
height. Similarly to the previous plots we have “magnified” by
a factor 3 the SVD reconstruction, i.e., we selected .
The ortophoto image of the investigated area is shown in Fig. 12
(top right). Here we have drawn five segments associated with
the azimuth-height sections carried out on the tomographic data
and shown in the remaining subfigures. High radar cross-sec-
tion scatterers can be located at the stadium flanks; these are
due to the covering structure, built in 1990 for the soccer world
championship. Topography variations are negligible in the area
shown in the figures, and accordingly, we did not restore the
topographic heights in the reconstruction. Although an overall
confirmation of the structure size and height is evident, Fig. 13
shows horizontal sections (azimuth-range), carried out at dif-
ferent heights, here we clearly distinguish the whole structure
of the stadium, which is the dominant structure in the area: the
lower image is the original, elevation unfocused image.
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Fig. 17. Topography from the external DEM associated to the range-elevation
section in Fig. 16. Height in meters versus the range pixel.

The next example shows the potential of the 3-D imaging
in areas with nonnegligible topography variation. Accordingly
we restored the topography variation in the obtained 3-D stack.
Similarly to Fig. 13, Fig. 14 shows the horizontal sections with
the original SAR image on the bottom. Here we can appreciate
the capability of the 3-D MP-SAR system to separate the scat-
tering in heights.

The last example considers the possibility to image layover
areas, in this case we did not apply any magnification in the
SVD reconstruction, thus letting m in elevation, i.e.,
about 240 m in height. In particular we consider the area of hill
of Posillipo; see Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the azimuth-range sec-
tions at different heights of the 3-D reconstruction together with
the original SAR image on the bottom and a range-elevation
slice that shows layover effect. The topography associated to
the range-elevation slice is shown in Fig. 17.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presented the results of a 3-D SAR focusing
experiment carried out on real ERS repeat-pass data over the
Bay of Napoli. With respect to short-term airborne tomography,
processing of spaceborne data, where the signals can be acquired
with passes repeated at temporal separations of the order of
months, requires tackling a number of additional compensation
problems. Although residual phase and amplitude instabilities
due to coregistration errors and uncompensated phase distortions
may be present in the processed data, presented experimental
results clearly show that 3-D SAR focusing is a viable procedure
to reconstruct the 3-D scattering properties of the observed scene
also with spaceborne data. In particular, separation of multiple
layover scatterers in C-band has been demonstrated. Future
work shall be dedicated to spaceborne imaging of volumetric
scatterers in L-band. Further developments concerning the
improvement of existing processing techniques, which may
suffer for the presence of multiple scattering mechanisms
within the same resolution cell, such as multipass differential
interferometry, can be foreseen as consequence of the presented
experiment. Moreover, it represents a starting point for the
future development of alternative or complementary nonlinear
adaptive imaging methods [36] and 4-D, space–time, SAR
processing [27] wherein the application of the SVD approach
may give further improvement.
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